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Experimental results of heating measurements of matter carried out in a study of laser-driven
shock waves in aluminum~Bataniet al.1997! are discussed. The measured temporal evolution
of the “color” temperature of the rear surface of the target is compared with that computed by
a numerical code. It has been established that the target preheating can substantially affect
optical signal features recorded from the rear side of the target, and consequently influence
upon the accuracy of temperature and pressure measurements of the material behind the shock
wave front.

1. Introduction
Application of dynamic methods of diagnostics for investigation of thermodynamic prop-

erties of matter in a wide range of parameters supposes stationarity and one-dimensionality of
hydrodynamic flows as well as definition of initial conditions for a target material in front of
the shock wave. Initial conditions of the target plays a significant role since the laser-driven
shock-wave generation is associated with formation of a high-temperature plasma, which may
cause target preheating by X rays and fast electrons. Temperature measurements of the shock-
heated plasma in metals is a complicated problem mainly due to screening of radiation—
emerging from hot target regions—by cooled vapors of the material released by the rarefaction
wave which follows the shock breakout at the target–vacuum boundary~Zel’dovich & Raizer
1967!.

2. Experimental details
In the experiment, laser radiation at 0.53mm was used with the intensity onto the target up

to 3 3 1013 W0cm2 with the Gaussian pulse duration' 600 ps~full width at half measure,
FWHM! ~Bataniet al.1997!. A special “smoothening” technique was applied to obtain a flat
profile of intensity distribution over the focal spot of 200mm in diameter~Koeniget al.1994!.
The two-stepped aluminum targets with a base thickness of 9.4mm and the step heighths of
4mm were used. The choice of material was caused by the fact that the equation of state~EOS!
for aluminum is well known.

To determine “color” temperature of the material in the rarefaction wave, a two-channel
pyrometer was used. The pyrometer recorded luminosity from the rear surface of the target in
the “red” ~0.6 mm! and “blue” ~0.4 mm! spectral ranges, respectively. The relevant optics
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included a biprism and two spectral filters. A streak camera provided 5-ps resolution for the
light emission recorded from the rear surface of the target.

3. Numerical modelling

To define the shock-wave characteristics on the basis of experimental data, a 1D numerical
code was specially developed~Semenov 1997!. The computational model employed hydro-
dynamic equations in the Lagrangian variables to which the thermodynamically complete wide-
ranging semiempirical multiphase EOS for aluminum was added~Bushman & Fortov 1983!.
To compute the temporal behavior of the luminous radiation temperature of the material in the
rarefaction wave, we applied the approach Zel’dovich and Raizer~1967!, based on calculation
of spectral brightness of the emitting layer with known spatial density and temperature distri-
butions shown schematically in figure 1b.

The intensity of the radiation at a wavelengthl emitted at timet by the material at position
x with temperatureT~x, t! is given by
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Figure 1. Schemes of the shock-wave front structure~a! and of the released profiles of mass density
r~x! and temperatureT~x! ~b!.
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is the spectral brightness of the black-body radiation,

Ixl~x, t! 5 xl~x, t!$12 exp@2hc0l kT~x, t!#%

is the material opacity with the induced emission taken into account.
The effective “color” temperatureT was deduced from the relation:
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whereDlred andDlblueare the “red” and “blue” spectral bands of the pyrometer~see figure 2b!.
For computing the temporal history of the “color” temperature of the rear surface, the spatial

profiles of densityr and temperatureT at different times during the shock-unloading process
were calculated. The calculations were made with a spatial resolution of,0.05mm and with
a temporal resolution better than 8 ps.

The opacityxl was calculated in two ways~Semenov 1995!: with the help of Kramers–
Unsold formula and by means of a numerical code based on using generalized “chemical”
models with nonideal effects, degeneracy, and metal-dielectric transition taken into account. In
the code after finding plasma composition, the absorption coefficient was computed by a sum-
mation of contributions to photoionization over all channels, the inverse bremstrahlung ab-
sorption in the field of ions being added. The absorption in cold metal was taken into account
by a semiempirical model.

4. Processing of the experimental data

Shown in figure 3 are photochronograms of luminescence for the “red” and “blue” spectral
ranges recorded in the experiment Bataniet al. ~1997!, and the result of their fitting by the
least-square method.

The “color” temperature was determined from the temperature dependence of intensity ratio
of the black-body radiation for the “red” and “blue” spectral ranges using the expression for
K~T ! ~see figure 2a!. The spectral sensitivity of each channel was taken into account. The
observed temporal history of the rear surface “color” temperature is shown by thick lines in
figure 4. The temperature rise time at the base~tb 5 52.5 ps! and the temperature amplitude
proved to be higher than those at the step~ts5 33.5 ps!. The leading edge of one of the curves
reveals a kind of a pedestal which is a preheating feature, the target preheating temperature
being 0.4520.06

10.15 eV.

5. The results of numerical modelling

5.1. Calculation of the ablation and shock-wave pressure

The ablation pressure amplitudeP0 on the target surface wave was defined by computer
modelling of the measured time needed for the shock front to travel the base distance equal to
the step height of the target. In the procedure, the pattern of the pressure pulse at the target
surface was supposed to repeat the Gaussian shape of the laser pulse. Computation showed that
the delay of the optical signal escaping the step is equal to the measured one~ts 5 203 ps! at
P0 5 6.8 Mbar. The shock-wave pressure along the base distancePs 5 6.5 Mbar has been
computed. Assumption of the stationary state allows one to find the shock speedD which is
equal tohs0ts 5 19.7 km0s. The shock-wave adiabatic curve table givesPst 5 6 Mbar. The
difference betweenPs andPst indicates some deviation of the shock-wave generation process
from the stationary one under the experimental conditions.
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5.2. Calculation of the temporal evolution of the“color” temperature

To determine the “observed” temperature of the rear target surface, the release spatial pro-
files of density and temperature by rarefaction wave were found at subsequent time moments.
After that, using expressions~1!, ~2!, and the curve in figure 2a, the temporal history of the
“color” rear surface temperature was calculated~figure 4!. It is obvious that application of
different models for calculation of the opacity of aluminum gives rise to close results, the
absorption found on the basis of Kramers–Unsold model being slightly larger. Also shown in
figure 4 are calculations of the temporal evolution of the maximal true temperatures in the
course of the shock-unloading material at the respective surfaces of the target. Figure 4 clearly
shows that measurement of the true temperature of the shock-heated aluminum would require
a temporal resolution better than a few picoseconds.

5.3. The shock-wave structure and rise time of the optical signal in case of cold metal

The structure of shock wave front~Zel’dovich & Raizer 1967! is shown schematically in
figure 1a. In a strong shock, a sharp difference in ion and electron temperatures arises:
ion temperature exceeds the electron one considerably. Since the intensity of optical emission
is related mainly to the electron temperature, the growth of recorded light signal depends on an
electron–ion relaxation time. Estimates made in Zel’dovich and Raizer~1967! give l ei 5 4 3
1026 4 3 3 1024 mm for the width of the relaxation zone—where electron and ion tempera-
tures become equal. If electron thermal conductivity is taken into consideration, then the
heated zone before the shock wave front can be estimated by Zel’dovich and Raizer~1967! as

Figure 2. The two-channel pyrometer characteristics. The curve~a! is a result of calculation based on
relation~2!. On figure~b! the spectral bands of pyrometer are shown.
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l th 5 ~205!xe0D 5 2 3 1025 4 5 3 1023 mm ~xe is the coefficient of electron temperature
conductivity!.

Thus, in an aluminum target being initially at normal conditions ofT 5 293 K andr 5
2.7 g0cm3 the full width of the shock wave front does not exceedl ei 1 l th ' 6 3 1023 mm.
Hence, the rise time of recorded optical signals being equal tot1 ' ~l ei 1 l th 1 l opt!0D does not
exceed 1 ps in case of normal state of the target. The value ofl opt is given by formula:

topt 5E
d2lopt

d

Ix~x! dx' 1.

Heretopt, Ix, andd are the optical depth, the opacity, and the target–vacuum boundary location,
respectively. In case of cold aluminum layer widthl opt is roughly equal to 1022 mm.

5.4. Preheating and its action on light signals and target characteristics

In this section, the results of numerical modelling of the luminous radiation emitted by the
rear surface of the preheated planar target with thickness of 9.4mm are presented. It was
suggested that heating is caused by uniformly distributed over the volume heat sources of
constant power 1.73 1013 W0cm3. This value of power leads to the expected value of matter
heating before shock wave front: 0.3–1 eV~Honrubiaet al. 1997!. Other conditions were in
accordance with those held in experiment by Bataniet al.~1997!. At first the released profiles
of mass density and temperature in the unloading material were calculated with preheating of
the target taken into account. Then, the temporal evolution of the light emission temperature
was calculated using relations~1! and~2!. The results are shown in figure 5b. In this case, the

Figure 3. The observed “red” and “blue” light emission on a rear side of the target.~a! base surface; and
~b! step surface.
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calculated rise time of the temperaturet2 5 22.5 ps turned out to be comparable with the
recorded value.

The calculations showed that the metal at the rear target’s side expands isothermally at
temperatureT05 5200 K~0.45 eV! with delay of timet05 0.5 ns relatively at the beginning of
the process. In consequence of the preheating process, the expansion velocity is equal touexp5
2.2 km0s and the target–vacuum boundary shift is approximately equal to 1mm. The arrows on
figure 6 show the original position of the target–vacuum boundary. The step height will be
enlarged by valuedhs5 uexpts > 0.5mm. The material in rarefaction wave comes into a region
of two-phase state after transit through solid and liquid states.

5.5. Evolution of the gas-phase material properties at the liquid–vacuum interface

For the evaluation of features of evaporated matter in the gas phase, analytical estimates
were performed on the base of models developed in Anisimovet al.~1970!. Atomic density in
saturated vaporn0 @cm23# as a function of surface temperatureT0 @eV# is defined by the fol-
lowing semitheoretical expression:

n0 5
A

T0
302 expS2

B

T0
D. ~3!

In this expression,A5 2.4731023 andB5 3.08. AtT05 0.45 eV, formula~3! givesn05 8.53
1020 cm23. Formation of the gas dynamic flow of steam arises at a distancel 510s n0 5 1.83

Figure 4. The measured and calculated temporal evolution of the temperature.~a! base surface; and~b!
step surface. Solid thick line—the experimental results; solid thick line—the calculated maximum values
of the target true temperature; dotted line—the semiempirical model for the opacity calculation; and dash
line—the Kramers–Unsold formula for the opacity.
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1026 cm, wheres is the gas-kinetic cross section for aluminum atoms. Density and tempera-
ture values of evaporated material in the hydrodynamic flow turn out to be equal:n5 0.31n05
2.63 1020 cm23, andT 5 0.65T0 5 0.3 eV. The velocity of gas dynamic expansion reaches
1.2 km0s relatively to the heated surface. The evaluations show that by the moment of shock
wave release an evaporated cloud occupies region with lengthl vap5 0.54mm and has optical
densitytopt, approximately equal to 0.25. This layer contributest3' l vap0D ' 27 ps in increase
of the rise time of the optical signal. Thus, the overall rise time of the “observed” optical
emission can be evaluated astsum' t1 1 t2 1 t3 ' 50 ps in case of the target preheating.

Thereby, the results of numerical calculations and analytical evaluations show that preheat-
ing process leads to formation on the free targets surfaces the layer of matter in mixed liquid–
gas state of full thicknessl sum5 1.5 mm, where the density is varied from 2.7 cm23 to 1.23
1022 cm23. This layer absorbs light and leads to a drop of optical signal amplitude and to
distortion of true temperature measurements. In this case, the value of rise time for the calcu-
lated luminous radiation emitted by the surface may exceed tens of picoseconds. Estimations
show that electron-ion relaxation time varies from 1 fs to 15 ps~at the vapor–vacuum boundary
with vacuum! in this layer that leads also to elongation of the observed optical signal rise time.

6. CONCLUSION

To interpret the laser shock-wave experiments correctly, it is necessary to take into account
the possibility of change of matter state on the free surface of the target in front of the shock.
The existence of this layer with changed properties can essentially affect the moment of ap-

Figure 5. The experimental light emission characteristics~rise time of an optical signal on the target rear
surface as a function of the target thickness!. ~a! laser~D! and X ray~C,d! driven shock wave:D—Batani
et al.~1997!; C—Loweret al.~1994!, d—Evanset al.~1996!; and▫—this work results. The calculated
“observed” temperature evolution in case of preheating~b!. The upper line is the maximum true temper-
ature of the shock heated target.
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pearance and the shape of the “observed” optical signals recorded from the rear surface of the
target. Hence, to determine the true pressure and temperature in laser shock-wave experiments,
based on measurements of recorded luminous radiation emitted by the rear surface, some
inadmissible errors may appear.

Since the light emission brightness of the heated layer strongly depends on temperature, it is
difficult to distinguish at one laser shot optical signals from the preheated metal and those from
the heated shock. To measure the preheating temperature one has to use a two-foil target with
a step-to-base spacing equal to 20 . . .30mm. Such a target design will not practically change
the conditions of target preheating for the corresponding step while the moment of appearance
of bright light emission caused by the shock of compressed matter will be delayed by a value
equal to1 . . .1.5 ns.As aresult the sensitivity of recording weak light emission, associated with
the preheating, can be increased at the expense of the decrease of temporal resolution.
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